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The Inﬂuence of Nurse Logs on Seedlings and Trees in Temperate Rainforests
Kimmy Ortmann and Carrie L. Woods

•

•

Nurse logs are fallen trees that assist seed
germina)on and survival
Nurse logs provide:
• Structure for seedling establishment
• Higher light rela)ve to the forest ﬂoor
• Protec'on from forest soil pathogens
Thus, they may disrupt density-dependent
factors

Seedlings (Western Hemlock)
•
•

Research ques'on

Hypotheses:

• Seedling density
• Increases with distance from parent
tree on forest ﬂoor
• No rela)onship with distance from
parent tree on nurse logs
• Tree dispersion
• Clumped dispersion

80

•

Measured nearest neighbor distances among trees with
buSresses (evidence of germina)on on nurse log) and
nurse log number in twenty 20 m x 20 m plots
Analyzed rela)onship between nurse log number and
nearest neighbor using regression

Results
• Seedling density
As hypothesized, there was a signiﬁcant increase in seedling density with
distance from parent tree on the forest ﬂoor (F1,24 = 4.3, P = 0.05), but no
rela)onship was found on nurse logs (F1,13 = 0.003, P = 0.9)
• Tree dispersion
There was a marginally signiﬁcant decrease in the nearest neighbor
distances for trees with buSresses with increasing nurse log number (F1, 19
= 3.8, P = 0.07) indica)ng a clumped dispersion
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Figure 1. Eﬀect of distance from
parent tree on seedling density on
nurse logs and the forest ﬂoor
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Figure 2. Eﬀect of nurse log # on
nearest neighbor distances of trees
with buSresses

Discussion

Trees (Western Hemlock & Sitka Spruce)
•

How do nurse logs impact the density and
dispersion of seedlings and trees in
temperate rainforests?

Seedling density was counted within 1 m2 quadrats on
nurse logs and on the forest ﬂoor at varying distances
from randomly selected trees
Analyzed rela)onship between seedling density and
distance from tree on nurse logs and the forest ﬂoor
using regression
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Methods
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•

Temperate rainforest trees are inﬂuenced by
density dependent factors because seedling
density increased with distance from parent
tree on the forest ﬂoor

•

Because seedling density on nurse logs did
not vary with distances from parent trees,
nurse logs disrupt density dependent factors

•

Nurse logs inﬂuence tree dispersion by
causing a more clumped dispersion
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